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 Another version is the Cold Data Trick, which is also known as Quick Gene This exploit is based on finding which combination
of playing cards produces a positive result and then exploiting the cards that don't work. Another cheats consists of replacing the
cheater's card with a duplicate of the card. The first known clone is an unregistered Mephisto clone created by "Mr. B", which
was found by Nakama in 1999. The clone was found in a game called "A Royal Child", and was made available to the public as

a free modification (using the full source code) on April 1, 2002. In 2000, Nakama published the first version of BGM's and
BGB's clones. The BGM and BGB clones (called the Mephisto "Gerbil Edition") were found and released to the public on

October 25, 2000. In late 2004 the Mephisto clones were released as freeware. In August 2005 the third version of Mephisto
was released. There were still enough bugs in the game that the game developers have decided to release the source code to any

player that wants to fix the bugs. In October 2006 a fourth version of Mephisto (Mephisto IV) was released. This version
contains most of the features of the original and a few other features. It also fixes most of the bugs. To play Mephisto, players

connect to BBS servers, where they can download the game. As of 2011, there are more than 200 Mephisto BBS servers around
the world. As of late 2008 there are many clones of Mephisto. Players can either download the modified source code (many

players are making their own clones), or play pirated versions that are usually distributed through file sharing websites (such as
gnutella, bit torrent and eDonkey). In March 2010 a fifth version of Mephisto (called 5.0.1) was released. The release was the
first major update of the game since 2003. The update added a new game mode, "Guess the Card". The Guess the Card game
mode requires a player to guess which of the 10 available cards is the card that is currently facing up. Players can check their
guess against the actual card displayed on the screen. The game mode "Guess the Card" requires some skill since there are a

total of nine different cards, and none of them look identical. 520fdb1ae7
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